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Abstract
Among important tasks requiring their solution when creating an integrated mathematical model of a
major oil pipeline is a problem to determine stationary character of different processes in the pipeline.
Importance of this task is defined by the fact that both mathematical description and analysis of
stationary and non-stationary processes may significantly differ. Mathematical models of stationary
processes (modes, objects) are as a rule significantly less complex than the models of nonstationary
processes. For example, they may often be described by systems of linear equations which are easy
to solve, while for nonstationary processes the researcher has to solve a system of differential
equations of different orders, which a much more difficult and laborious task. It is obvious that there
is a necessity to not just identify the process as a stationary or nonstationary, but also precisely determine the moment when it starts changing its stationary state to the opposite type. Meeting this
requirement is linked to necessity to timely employ mathematical apparatus corresponding to the
current process. In this paper, we propose a new method for the determination of stationary processes,
based on the application of the algorithm of numerical differentiation of signals (NDS) using a moving
quadratic approximation and pseudoinverse matrices. A wide spectrum of applications that need to
identify the intervals of stationary regimes of observed and/or controlled processes, as well as a variety
of conditions in which the mentioned intervals should be estimated, determine the relevance of
improvement of existing and creation of new methods for solving the problem under discussion. The
essence of the method lies in the fact that, during the analysis of stationarity of processes, we take
into account not only the values of the signal itself, but also the values of its first and second
derivatives. This approach opens up the opportunities to determine the boundaries of the regime of
controlled process more precisely and to predict the behavior of process in time. We present the
formulation of the real-time NDS problem and the description of the proposed algorithm for its solution,
as well as the description of some of the results of research and a new method of determining intervals
of stationary processes based on the proposed NDS algorithm, and comparison of the proposed method
with well-known in mathematical statistics method for determining the stationary processes based on
the use of the criterion of inversion. The proposed method allows to calculate precisely the values of
derivatives, as well as to determine the modes of stationary processes of real objects. The method has
significantly higher noise immunity in comparison with the methods based on the use of classical
statistical tests of stationarity. We recommend applying the proposed method for the development of
mathematical models of complex dynamic objects operating in real time.
Keywords: words: approximation; signal differentiation; derivative; stationary process; model, mathematical
statistics; inversions test; pseudoinverse matrix.

1. Introduction
Among important tasks arising in mathematical modeling of different processes and objects
there is a problem to determine stationarity of modes and their characteristic parameters
(signals) [1-2]. Importance of this task is defined by the fact that both mathematical description
and analysis of stationary and non-stationary processes may significantly differ. It is obvious
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that there is a necessity to not just identify a process as a stationary one, but to precisely
determine the moment when it starts changing from its stationary mode to the opposite one.
Meeting this requirement is linked to timely employment of mathematical apparatus corresponding to the process being currently studied. A wide variety of methods is known for solution
of this task, the most common of them is so-called inversions test [2-4]. However, multitude
and variety of applications requiring determination of observed and/or controlled process' stationarity, as well as variety of conditions under which such intervals should be defined raise
an issue of creating new methods to solve this task and improving the existing ones.
This study implements one possible solution of the above mentioned problem, namely application of Numeric Differentiation of Signals (NDS) based upon application of moving quadratic
approximation to the differentiated signal, the approximation being obtained with pseudoinverse matrices [5-8]. The essence of the proposed method is that in addition to the values of
the signal itself values of its first derivative are used as well to analyze the processes for their
stationarity. Such an approach opens various possibilities not only for more precise determination of controllable process boundaries (hereinafter a process boundary means a moment
when the process experience a change from stationary mode to non-stationary and vice versa),
but allows predicting changes of the process mode in time.
Statement of the real-time (on-line) NDS task in given below, as well as a description of a
proposed solution algorithm and some results from studying this new NDS-based method to
determine intervals of process' stationarity and comparison with a well-known inversions test
method [2-4] commonly employed for the same task .
2. Problem statement and solution of NDS task in real-time
, the signal differentiation task s  s(t ) , where s(t ) is a
function of time t, is for any fixed value of t  t0 to be able to calculate the value of derivative
ds / dt of this signal as per equation
ds / dt  ds(t0 ) / dt .
(1)
At that, it is assumed that the derivative ds / dt complies with the formula
ds/dt  lim s / t
,
(2)
t 0
where t and s are variables which are called increment of argument t and increment of
signal S and are defined with the equations
a) t  t  t0
and
b) s  s(t )  s(t0 ) .
(3)
It should be noted that the formula (2) is a number of cases allows for precise calculation
of its value. In particular, this possibility is implementable in all the cases where the differentiated signal S is analytically defined, that is, with a formula, and is available for all the
mathematical operations necessary to compute its derivative ds / dt as per formula (2). Under
real conditions when the differentiated signal S is defined non-analytically, but by a certain
curve or a table with discrete values of ti and corresponding values si  s(ti ) of the signal S,
analytical computation of the value of derivative ds / dt using the formula (2) is impossible [11-12].
This is due to the fact that in all such cases we have but finite values of increment t and s ,
found in the right-hand side of the formula (2), and as a result we do not know the values of
the signal s  s(t ) , corresponding to the values of argument t, between its values t0  t and
t0 , thus, we are unable to compute the precise value of the limit to which their ratio s / t
As we know from calculus

[9-10]

tends when t  0 . This fact forces us to develop and use so-called numerical or digital method
of differentiation of the signal S, which are from the beginning intended for application under
conditions when increments t and s have finite value. At that, as it happens under real
conditions, it is assumed that the increment t can be changed with the purpose to use the
NDS method and concerning concrete conditions where we intend to use it.
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This paper uses the NDS method based upon moving approximation of the differentiated
signal with quadratic polynomials, which are obtained by constructing pseudoinverse matrices [5].
The essence of the method is as follows:
1) it is assumed that around any particular value t the incoming signal S of the differentiator
can be approximated with reasonable accuracy by algebraic polynomials of the form
sˆ(t )  at 2  bt  c ,

(4)




[
t
t
,
t
t ] of this value t and change
whose coefficients a, b and c are constant in the vicinity
when t goes out of this vicinity;
2) at any fixed moment t0 there is a set of m+1 measured values
s(t0  mt ), s(t0  (m  1)t ), ..., s(t0 ) ;
3) search for polynomial coefficients is reduced to solution of a system of conditional linear
equations
T
(5)
Ax  s T ,
where the  symbol signifies conditional (approximate) equation, and matrix A and vectors


x T and s T of the system are determined by the following equations:



t02
t0

2

A  (t0  t )
(t0  t )

...
...


2 (t  mt )
0
 (t0  mt )
a)
4) solution of the system of
metric  ( s, sˆ) , defined by



1
1

...
1 

 s(t0 ) 


T  s(t0  t ) 
.
(6)
s 

...


 s(t  mt ) 
 0

; b)
and c)
conditional equations (5) is reduced to minimizing the Euclidean
the equation
a
T  
x   b
c
 

12



 ( s, sˆ)    ( si  sˆi )2 
(7)



 .
Here si  s(ti ) are measured values of the signal S in moments ti  t0  it , i  0, m ; sˆi  sˆ(ti )
are values of the approximating polynomial (4), corresponding to the same moments ti ; m is
a certain limited natural number smaller than M, where M is the upper boundary of allowable
values of m, which is selected with respect to technical capabilities of the hardware used to
implement differentiation of the signal as well as required speed, error level in signal values.
T

5) as a solution x T of the system (5) we use its pseudosolution x obtained from the equation


xT  A  s T
,
(8)
where A is pseudoinverse of the matrix A . As it is known [6-7], the metric (7) reaches its
T
minimum value in the case when the pseudosolution x is used as a solution of an inconsistent system (5), which justifies its use here.
T
6) as (6б) implies, components x1 , x2 , x3 of the pseudosolution x are coefficients a, b and c
respectively of the polynomial (4) and thus these coefficients are given their numeric values
as per the following equations:
a) a  x1 ; b) b  x2 and c) c  x3 ;
(9)
ds
/
dt
7) computation of the derivative
is performed as per equation
ds / dt  2at0  b ,
(10)
which was obtained by differentiation of the polynomial (4) according to time t.
8) repeated differentiation of this polynomial allows obtaining a simple equation of the form
d 2s / dt 2  2a ,

(11)
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that defines the second derivative d 2 s / dt 2 of the differentiated signal S.
The set forth sequence of operations is a full and clear-cut representation of the proposed
method and its implementing NDS algorithm. Finishing our consideration of the method let us
mark the following two features illustrating its ample opportunities for practical application.
1. Existence and unicity of the matrix A , pseudoinverse to any initial matrix A, as well as
controlled parameters t and m found in this method allow choosing their numerical
values in each concrete situation in such a way that provides maximum accuracy of
differentiated signal approximation and possibility to implement the method with the
technical means available.
2. Use of the proposed method provides for easy implementation of the signal S differentiation in the so-called "running window" mode, or similarly in the on-line mode. As may
be seen from (6)-(11), it is necessary and sufficient to provide the implementation algo
rithm with an operator that provides an "update" of the matrix A and vector s T in the equation (6) as new measured values s(t0  t ), s(t0  2t ),... of the signal S become available to
the differentiator.
3. Synthesis of a method to determine stationarity intervals of studied processes from
process values and their derivatives
The set forth NDS method opens ample possibilities to synthesize different methods to
determine stationarity of a process using its values and values of its derivatives. In particular,
this method may be used to propose a method to solve the problem and represented by the
following sequence of operations.
1) let there be a single measurement of the signal S in each moment of time t and each of them
has m+1 available measurements of the signal .
2) then, we will hold the following two conditions as true:
а) m is a natural number that we can select in accordance with our requirements;
б) distance between the moments is Δt and we can change it, as well as the number m, if
necessary.
3) in each moment t values of the first and the second derivatives of the measured signal
s=s(t) are computed as per equations (10)-(11).
4) criteria of process stationarity are formulated with regards to requirements of a concrete
problem. Deviation of the signal s=s(t), its first ds / dt and/or second d 2 s / dt 2 derivative in
neighboring moments may serve as such criteria under the following conditions:
si 1  si   ;


dsi 1 / dti 1  dsi / dti   ; i  0, m,
(12)
 d 2 s / dt 2  d 2 s / dt 2   ;
i 1 i 1
i
i

where α, β and γ are some parameters whose numerical values are selected from conditions
of the concrete process stationarity problem.
5) group processing of the signal values and their derivatives is possible to determine stationarity mode; when there are more than one simultaneously used value in a group the
processing uses so-called "running window" mode.
6) parameters α, β and γ are selected individually for solution of each problem depending on
specific requirements to signal deviation and deviation of its derivatives in consecutive
moments of time. Indeed, the requirements may differ significantly, for some applications
it may be less than one per cent, while for others it may comprise several or even a few
dozens of percent. This task is a topic for further studies and there will be no further details
given in this paper.
Below some experimental results are given to illustrate advantages of the method in comparison to a well-known statistical method to determine process' stationarity by inversions
test.
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4. Some results of research into the new NDS-based method to determine stationarity
Use of non-parametric criteria requiring no prior information about type of the process
(signal) has high practical importance. Among such non-parametric criteria are runs test and
inversions test [2-4]. The latter is more powerful in detection of monotonous trends in
observational data. The inversions test may be directly applied to test the stationarity
hypothesis. That is why the inversions test was selected as a comparison method for the
proposed method.
The number of measured signal values allowing for determination of stationary modes for
the inversions test is bounded from below by the number 10. It is due to the fact that all the
known distribution tables start from this value. The proposed NDS method for stationarity
detection does not have this limitation and allows for solution of the problem for three or more
measurements of the signal. At that, the more signal values are processed simultaneously,
the higher is the accuracy of derivative calculations and the more accurate is the process
stationarity identification. However, it should be noted, that, first, computational complexity
increases with increased number of measurements processed [5, 13-15]; second, for fixed value
of time increment the possibilities to add measurements are limited; third, with increased
number of measurements the boundary (moment) of the mode change becomes blurry.
For the experiment, the number of simultaneously processed signal values was selected in
a range from 10 to 80 with the step of 10 and the test was performed in a sliding window mode.
The signals were different in their appearance, however the figures show only one type of signal where the measurement number m was equal to 10 and 80.
A different method of signal processing was used for the inversions test as well, where a
signal was processed in groups of 10-80 measurements. At that, a signal mode was analyzed
at the group boundary where the process was either found to be in the same mode as
previously (whether it was stationary or nonstationary) or switched to the opposite mode. The
results obtained in this way were somewhat worse than those given here. It was caused by
the fact that every time when it is necessary to process he next group of signal measurements
the group has to be received, while no signal processing is performed during the accumulation
phase; thus a part of useful information is lost. However, it is necessary to mention those results
because that is the way the classical inversions test is implemented.
Below some numerical simulation results are given and discussed; the aim of such experiments was to confirm performance capability and advantages of the proposed NDS-based
method for solution of the process stationarity determination problem. All the experiments
were conducted in Matlab package. At that, real signals obtained from pressure sensors of the
major pipeline pump unit (driven from a high-power electric motor) were used as differentiated signals.
Let us consider a number of graphed dependencies given in Fig.1-5 and illustrating advantages of the proposed method in comparison to the inversions test method.
The results of experimental studies given in Fig. 1 and 3 are functions of the signal and its
derivative on time and are denoted as s and ds, respectively [16]. Figures 2, 4 and 5 show
stationary parts of the signal obtained during the same moments with the proposed criterion
and the inversions test method, they are given in intervals form 1 to 1.5 and from 0 to 0.5 on
Y axis and denoted as Minv and Mnew respectively. At that, stationary mode is the topmost
level (1.5 and 0.5 respectively). In the legend, the m designates number of measurements
analyzed.
A parameter β (the second line of formula (12)) in the figures' titles sets the maximum
value of current derivative deviation from its previous moment thus allowing for independent
selection of boundaries where the signal is held as a stationary. For each concrete process,
this parameter may be set individually in accordance with the requirements and limitations of
the process. During the experiments, this interval was selected randomly without considerations for any factors with the aim to demonstrate capabilities of the method.
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Figure 1. Signal S and its derivative dS, m=80

Figure 2. Determination of stationarity m=80

Figure 3. Signal S and its derivative dS, m=10

Figure 4. Determination of stationarity, m=10, β=0.1
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Figure 5. Determination of stationarity, m=10, β=0.1

The graphs show that the higher is the number of simultaneously processed measurements,
the better are the results of the inversions test - the boundaries between the modes of the
process appear more distinct [17]. In general, this is true for the proposed method as well,
however the inversions test has a significant drawback, namely, it cannot determine the stationarity mode in strict adherence to the probability distribution table and does not allow for
independent changes of the delimiting conditions of stationarity. In contrast, the proposed
method allows for independent selection of derivative variation intervals marking the process
as a stationary one from additional information, conditions, personal experience, technical
documentations.
A significant departure of this method from the more traditional ones [2-4] lies in the fact
that it allows selection of the confidence intervals in determination of the stationary modes
guided by different considerations, such as accuracy of the instruments that measure the
controlled parameters.
Another great feature of the method is its high resistance to effects of differentiated signal
measurement error and thus is more suitable for real-time applications, in contrast to
stationarity criteria used in mathematical statistics (run test, inversions test ) [5].
5. Conclusions
The results given in the previous sections allow for the following conclusions.
1. The proposed method of process stationarity determination that is based on the NDS
algorithm which in its turn uses sliding quadratic approximation and pseudoinverse matrices, allows for computation of derivatives with high accuracy as well as for determination
of stationarity of real world processes. It has a significantly higher noise immunity than
the methods based on classical statistical criteria of stationarity.
2. In contrast to the inversions test the proposed algorithm allows for varying the confidence
intervals in the wide range, thus significantly simplifying adjustments of implementations
to correctly determine the initial moment and duration of the stationary or nonstationary mode.
3. Selection of variation range of the derivative is made depending on conditions and features
of a concrete process.
4. The algorithm implementing the proposed method is quite simple and approachable for
hardware and software implementation.
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